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Introduction

This is the third part of the trilogy called Genesis that speaks of the universe, as

done, how it is perceived and the role of man within this locus of points

virtual.

In the first two parts we highlighted how the research done in the field

Abduction of alien demons and gods of mythology, are nothing more than aliens

today. We tied the ancient Kabbalistic traditions, with different types alien

going back in history to the valley of the Indus and the Aryan civilization, showing how

is not in the story that there is a full picture of what has happened to us but in the Myth. In

Myth in fact there is a picture of the past, present and future as the story gives

only a partial view of how human beings have the impression that his past

was and how his future could be.

Myth, in its expression Jungian represents the image of the eternal

present, where the wave functions of past and future collapse into a single present.

Genesis and Genesis II faced the problem of man with one eye on the past,

showing how the universe in which we are immersed, is nothing more than a hologram

virtual, where the prevailing concept is that of "dual".

They mistakenly believe that everything exists because there is the opposite of everything: the concept
of

corresponds to a full antithetical idea of emptiness, where the combination of good and bad rule,

Genesis III, tackles the eternal present, drawing on the description of this

experiential framework: the data obtained from the study of abduction (regressive hypnosis,

mental simulations, TCT, FMS, Simbad and other), the data obtained by modern physics

quantum. The personal experience of the writer, and not only allowed us to formulate



a comprehensive overview of virtual reality in which we are immersed and gives us the key to

manage because, as has already been said elsewhere, we are the Creation and Authoring us

able to do what our conscience sees fit to do.

The three axes of the virtual

In previous work we had shown how quantum physics, in the most

Modern Bohm, considered the universe as a three dimensional hologram, not only

because there were a height, a width and a length but because these three

dimensions, could be declared existing also for the time axis and energy

potential. In other words, the concept of three dimensional fractal universe told us that

what happens on the axis of space, time and energy, followed by the physical

three dimensional holograms, where a small part of the whole contains the whole, even if

less defined.

In this context. The model of the human being that we had built, was based on a

container, the body, which had three dimensions of space, time and energy. Instead, the

other three components of man, to whom we had given the name of soul, mind and spirit,

were linked to the presence of three descriptors, not equal for all.

Soul was defined in the domain of space, energy and consciousness, spirit was defined in

domain of time, energy and consciousness and mind had space, time and consciousness.

Still needed to remember that while the space, time and energy parameters were

real virtual editable ie, consciousness was defined only in the real reality, then

immutable.

In this context, it was also clear that modern physics does not take account of the

consciousness, because it is not measurable but only indirectly detectable in some

mysterious way. Physicists call these mysterious ways of manifesting the

Hidden term rather uncertain parameters.



Hidden parameter for the physical means something that, for now, but you do not see that in

future, it will be measurable and will explain everything now appears but is not contestualizzabile

in a physical theory entirely. An example of the inconsistencies of physics can occur

studying the particle wave duality because, in the current state of physical investigation, not

knows what is the relationship that links the idea of wave particle behavior of

matter. In that context, physicists such as Penrose or Bohm, speak of parameters

hidden, but this is covered later.

In our march, which aims to conduct an investigation on the phenomena of alien interference,

using the methodologies listed above, we realized that the three major parties,

who occupied the human body, namely: soul, mind and spirit, could, on the one hand,

be compared to the esoteric concept of holy trinity, the Trimurti, the mind which

corpus callosum, spirit and soul as left hemisphere as the right one but still

as the neutral, the masculine and the feminine. All concepts that were ample space in

esoteric writings more engaging than that of Mrs. Blavatsky to those of Steiner, up to

confused with modern physics by Fritjof Capra.

The simulations mental implemented by myself and try on that subject given

interferenziati by forces exogenous to the planet, or simple human in search of answers

interior, we were quoted a vision of man and a lace that is, although you could see

external one, the container, body, soul harbored within it,

mind and spirit, characterized by three different consciences, both for importance for

geometric domain, just in that consciousness. It should, in fact, that repeated again according to the

our sketch, soul showed to have several containers in the axis of

time, that is, in substance was present almost simultaneously in all the containers that

characterized the old concept of reincarnation, the psychiatrist Brian Weiss.

Weiss used the technique of regressive hypnosis to heal the psyche of his patients



making him relive the trauma from which unleashed the psyche, often, this trauma was

not located in a current life of the patient but in his past life or future.

Weiss is not in a position to know the quantum Bohm and does not know that time is not

exists but everything happens in a continuous present and believes that hypnosis is indeed a system for

talk prorpio deep unconscious. I'ipnosi would be to revive the memories, including

which those of other existences placed in the axis of time in different places by what

current.

Instead, the concepts of the holographic universe Bohm, take us back to a universe

local, where time does not exist. This means that there is no past or future lives but

all happen simultaneously, in the same instant. If so, then in hypnosis, the subject

not static and revives a past already happened, but going to check what is happening

"Now" in its dynamic past, being able to also change with his will. Since

the consciousness of animic part is always the same in time and since the

self awareness is the same in all points of the virtual line of the time, the trauma that

produces the psyche, subject analyzed by Weiss, can be recognized in a

any of these points and resolved automatically throughout the timeline.

In other words, the trauma is experienced and understood always in a different way from the minds of

different subjects that make up the time line, in the form of pseudo past lives;

but, at the base of this, there is always the same trauma generator.

If the subject has fear in his existence, of being abandoned by their partner, in

another life, he will abandon someone, and still another existence,

will work because someone will not come off by someone else, experiencing the trauma of separation,

abandonment, in thousands of different submodalities.

In short, it was evident that the concept of Karma, so dear to some Eastern philosophies and

today stolen from the New Age American, could, in some way, find a



justification of its existence is based on the quantum Bohm that the hypnosis

Weiss but most importantly, this old concept, was demolished by hypnosis conducted by those

writing, where everything seemed normal, except for the fact that things could be

changed by an act of the will of the soul consciousness.

Soul, therefore, could live in several containers in the same space but strictly in

different times. According to our reconstructions hypnosis, the subject in hypnosis, is

dichotomized and the soul isolated from its context. It provides explanations and

descriptions of the universe, from his point of view, totally timeless, pointing to the spirit and

mind as his two partners, with different features and consciences.

Thus there was happened to solve some problems dictated by psychisms not correct, not to

adducts, making them relive in regressive hypnosis, trauma, anywhere

the universe of time and then re programming with techniques for reprogramming

made available by Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP).

Here, it should be recalled, as the GNP uses the concept of Time Line or time line,

discovered by Bandler and Grinder in the same sense of physical Bohm or in the same

Vision of St. Augustine. Our study had highlighted the fact that reprogram

meant to change the past or the future with an act of will in the present and this

corresponded to changes in all points of the timeline of the subject who healed

from trauma because the trauma was canceled and became ever.

We should point out that what changed was the appearance of the virtual reality that is

editable, space, time and energy. Did not lose consciousness instead

of the experience, which was part of the expression of the situation in the world

virtual consciousness.

This aspect bore the subject to forget, not only to its trauma, but also of

have you ever had, knowing what it meant to be traumatized in his old



context.

The use of this expedient, it allowed us to experiment on the same adducts

technique, making clear to the person alleged, the virtuality of his experience,

checking if sometime in the future he was still re adduct.

In some cases, the system worked but in others the subject was resumed and, in the first

experiments, we did not understand the cause of this strange behavior.

Now we are able to provide the winning solution for this problem, but we continue to

describe the holographic universe of soul, mind and spirit.

Spirit and space

The spiritual part seemed instead to be shared with other containers, but in a

same time and in different spaces. This would mean that the spirit of Mr. X

had other containers, placed in different places but placed on the axis of the space, in points

different.

Even though we were less interesting, at the beginning of our research, to understand this

phenomenon, it was clear that we were looking for some evidence that could

confirm our hypothesis.

One day, I met a guitarist Tuscan who told me that they have always had flash

mental situations: he saw himself in a different situation, you could see

female singer, living in a foreign city, he saw clearly that situations

concerned quests' other container, placed in actuality time, but in a

Sometime different space.

One day, our guitarist, walks into a record store to buy a CD of a

his favorite singer American. The CD was printed the photograph of this singer.

He thinks he recognizes the container with whom he shared, in full, including all

bodily experiences, as if his conscience was identifiable by a camera



placed in the body of another.

When this famous singer is in Italy for a concert, the boy goes to attend the

concert and, in the end, try to get into the dressing room of the girl, not knowing

absolutely what happened. Succeeds in doing them the unpredictable happens.

She recognizes him! She, too, had the same mental flash, but where he felt

male and had the pieces of life belonging to our guitar player, as his experiences

interior.

As the memories of past lives close in the time line, often found

precise concordance demonstrated with certainty, so incidents like these show

through the double recognition, something spiritual that combines many people who

never meet, being located far away in space, while living, their souls and

spirits, at the same time and space.

To complicate and make particularly complex researches that prove, by a

scientific point of view, that is, statistical, these things, there is also the fact that the part animic

or spiritual can be placed even on another planet, as well as in places and times

different, and therefore difficult to reach except with appropriate meditative techniques, which

modern science has no desire to believe, unless all scientificizzare

through the application of the usual parameters Hidden.

It 'important to expose, in this location, the fact that the three consciences or better

corresponding awareness in virtual soul, mind, and spirit, are not

switchable between them. In other words they are completely detached from each other and not

can interfere as they work on completely different levels. From the analysis of the

interpretation proposed by us, being able to assume that consciousness can not be

manifestable and describable only as a dimensionless point, at the center of

axes of space, time and energy, its corresponding awareness, which



expression of understanding the virtual universe, can be expressed as a vector.

Well, such vector, is perpendicular to the two vectors that comprise portraying

the vector product.

For example: core consists of space and energy and therefore the understanding of the

soul consciousness is directed on its time axis. Accordingly, the spirit has a

knowledge represented on the axis of space and mind energy axis.

It 'easy to see that the human being, in this quadrant of the universe, see time

go in one direction, the space only be positive and the energy predominantly

negative agreement (the energy of the system is related to the potential energy, due to

turn to the concept of mass of matter that is). Although the awareness that energy

may also be due to aspects antimaterici or the space may become negative, is

only now beginning to understand how the arrow of time without necessarily

go in only one direction. But more about that shortly.

The third axis, the mind and its role.

Throughout this description, we had neglected the axis of the energy potential

corresponded to the axis of the mind. By analogy, it was possible to assume that, as

the axis of the soul, the domain had the time and the axis of the spirit, was the space, to make it

master, so in order to build a model of homogeneous universe, the axis of mind there

would be the application field of energy.

The analysis of this axis were to be surprises most important for understanding

how is built our universal hologram.

The obsessive idea of the New Age always placed emphasis on the fact that the mind lying

and that was the problem of our human understanding, and of course the angels

good or good aliens, they knew that our mind was not working and they repeated in

continuation, through appearances, channelers, new and old guru, enlightened



the last hour.

By relentlessly attacking the poor mind, in fact, there had been suspicious because usually

behind the statements of the aliens, there was a strong doubt that they wanted us duped

with their nonsense, just because you were going to examine those

situations that would provide data for the acquisition of our consciousness,

which, as we now know for a long time, the aliens, the gods and demons of this

universe, more or less false creators do not want.

Mind, mind. It is one that has less consciousness of all, is deceived by

Maja Universe etcetera, etcetera. The first suspicion that things were not the case we

were analyzing those portions of hypnosis considered to be less important at the beginning, where the

subjects through their part soul, saying things difficult to understand, at least for

us, in those moments.

From these pieces of hypnosis and other events, we began to see that the axis

energy manifested the third part of the deception, the more subtle and unexpected.

The deception was so, but it was very different from what we expected.

The herald angel, savior, protector.

We noticed that the abductees who had freed themselves from the problem and had adduttivo

acquired a certain level of consciousness, were subject to some phenomena side.

They saw, or thought they perceive, angelic figures in the guise of pseudo pimps

within the mental simulations or self induced dreams, often assisted in

silence, sometimes giving information to the person alleged former, on what must be done.

These former abductees, began to come to us and to report these events.

At the same time others who are not given but who had followed a path of

self consciousness, seemed to have the same warnings. The angel Michael or Raphael or

qualchecosaele showed them, with wings. Sometimes it was a simple luminous figure



that would look at you with sympathy and, if you asked him who he was, but it appeared, at that

point, prescribed recipes for life.

We were always remained very suspicious of the face of these events

because we believed that no one wanted to help us, the universe and, if he did, it was because

he agreed.

Who wants to help you decide not to interfere with you, because if it did, would prevent you from

perform the act of acquiring knowledge that is and remains an act of the whole

staff.

Only the presence of a common project means that the group's efforts are directed at

personal goals but to those of the company in the future you would belong to. Who do you want to

often recommended to help you and the advice seems to serve to him and not to you.

We can make dozens of examples in recent history, ranging from the political will

requesting the vote and seems to do it for you, the manager who wants to hire you and makes you look

you did me a favor, I want to confess to the priest who is happy because if you go with

him in the kingdom of heaven.

The figure of these pseudo angels thus appeared to people with a certain level of

conscience, not at all. You pointed the way but said that you were superior to the others that were

good, you deserve more and, for this, you had to then go with "them," in a kind of

place prize, a golden residence in which you'd be with your peers and not in this valley

with tears because, by your behavior, you had deserved to "go up" to the next level

high.

The most experienced minds usually do not fall into this trap because they feel that there

some known dystonic in all this: but most of consciences animiche little

integrated, become, so to speak, rub their ego and tend to fall into this

trap.



The subjects of this kind, often many abductees freed from alien problem, we are therefore

scrub and decided to listen to the voice of the angel and boyish good or entity that

seems not to force them to do anything but fiercely pissed if you try to express

dissent.

I started a few years ago, a record, in the experiences of abductees, and dream

that in hypnosis, permissive attitudes towards these strange beings, at the beginning,

of our investigation, when we knew little or nothing of man first, the archon of

Pistis Sophia, they had exchanged for his bulky presence. We should actually

stressed once again that, in these visions, the mind acts as a translator of archetypes

and never wrong in pointing out certain things, according to the feelings of archetypal

soul or spirit of the offer. The First Man or UP, as we identified in

first part of this investigation, it is always presented with certain characteristics totally

different from this "good angel".

In addition to these appearances, the good angel appeared as those who saw:

mental environment in which the appearance, Fania was accomplished. He seemed equal to you,

dressed the same, equal top and you were like him or them if they had more than one.

Analysis of posts: NLP sull'angelo.

The messages that I had been delivered, had always the same features and

often appeared as messages for me and not for alleged that he had received.

We try to understand the meaning of any of these messages, the adduct turn,

having acquired a high level of consciousness, dropped us off, we emphasize that this type of

message, albeit in different terms, we came in at the same time that

period, from various sources, both from the world of abductees from strangers

adduction with a history of personal research, through meditative techniques or

whatever.



The abductee is at pains to say that it was he who went by "them" and not the other, because they do
not

"May" come to us.

The person who brings the message for me, claims to have written the morning after

lucid dreaming and do not know quite what the message means.

Analyze "the seemingly aberrant and incomprehensible" message. This long

text, which were predominately new ageiano, we need to understand what lies behind the

usual revelation. Let's read with patience and some times commentiamolo at the end.

The importance of the recovery of the two disks is now a source of conflict between the powers
vibrational

existing.

The solar disc (activator) was created in the (illusory material) to enable knowledge.

Of malformed copies were made in several areas in order to divert the discovery of the

original. The disc will be used to understand the main meridians of solstices and equinoxes creating

the right provided that allow you to combine the two worlds. Higher vibration and intermediate

leaving off the lower. hence the meeting with size now, you are not visible. The

Disco (a bridge to the physical experience) is the key. Will serve to find the energy beam that

cancel the process calculated the machine.

The second disc (Disc Bha) according to the technology of light, must re connect to the machine,

receive from Disk activator electromagnetic conductor of energy a part of frequencies

changed to open the portal and undo the lower frequencies. Used to drive the pulse

of cosmic energies, so that it creates a vortex, a port on the Earth's electromagnetic field,

where the cycles of creation gather their original growth path vibration up to

ricongiungerla, finally, the matrix that generates it.

The mechanism was tampered with by the opposing forces that create a frequency of engagement,

were able to take the existing domain holograms of which you are part.



Technology of Light was understood by a human holographic representation through its

insights reproduced, in small part, the operation of machinery of knowledge. The

experiments were founded by a principle of condensation and electrical conduction through

rudimentary discs that were designed to produce high voltage energy frequency. In

experiments, the energy was connected to two disks. One of the discs was used to convert

the energy which in turn would be disbursed in the form compatible (high frequency currents and

voltage) suitable for the production of new phenomena of the electric type. The discs were able to

produce currents and oscillations of the field being able to cross long distances vibration.

The second disc was used to receive the energy modified and amplified through a mechanism

radio frequency. Some discs received electromagnetic radiation to exploit tensions

present in Earth's atmosphere to obtain a frequency unlimited energy. The first

antennas taking energy from utterances altered climate. The complete documentation

of the first experiments that would serve to change the energy were taken and hidden by the

project auroral activation. Another holographic representation very close to the human

your (space time) has also included the experiment of the disks I had never

watched trials. Even his communication was silenced because his intuition

had led him to understand where he was placed one of the great machines of knowledge. Your

intuition led you to this holographic representation to continue the route.

Disks (key knowledge) have been immortalized in works of representations

holographic the various cycles. An indirect communication to not reveal its power. Even civilization

non terrestrial (holographic representation of reflected energy of the first type) have reported the

its value, talking through what you call sacred geometry through

representations blatant. Not everyone got the message as the anchor to 3D

did not facilitate interpretation. One way to not forget their origins.

In the past, the knowledge of the machines were used in order to allow the



3D condition and at the same time to have access to the original condition and cross the

multidimensional boundaries. An exchange of information with other frequencies. This happens

even in small fragments. What you call dreams.

Initially exchange took place only with the reflected energy of the first type (representation

holographic giant man) who were the creators of saw machines, advanced vibration. The

aim was to slow down some frequencies, making them constant, up to procure

spontaneous acceleration through the experiences of the subject (the one that the reflected energy of

first type did not want to do).

Part of this aim has been achieved in this cycle. Some vibratory forces, stabilized in

3D condition, have reached a power such as to lead to the matrix, becoming

upper also reflected energy of the first type. This will ensure that the reflected energy of

first type is expelled, along with the low frequencies, when the process is completed. A

unexpected trap for its creator.

To create the conditions for independent vibration will be connected to the Sun Disc disc

Bha. Light technology will provide access to the new experience rejoining the new energy

divine creation or generating matrix. A connection between the size of light. The system

has the ability to prevent, to the opposite energies, to be able to engage and to interfere with the

vibration of mother.

Still manipulate the machines of knowledge at the end of the cycle, will serve to facilitate the

passage of the new vibratory condition at the source mother.

However, the process may go against at risk, when the connection of the

ray of light, energy mother, unable to struggle with the new energy reflected evolved,

(Your) produced 3D experience, to cancel all of the spaces with more pulses

low frequency.

At the beginning of all this was done in a reduced form, so that the clash has generated two beams



of energy reflected one with more potential alia with less potential. High frequency (energy

reflection of the first type), low frequency (reflected energy of the second kind). From there the
consciousness

vibratory positive and negative. The good, the bad, the heat and the cold, the darkness and the light. A

center, the various reflections generated by the vibration energy.

The machines would have the option, at the exact moment, to facilitate this step.

This is the time to take risks in this way you will be given continuous knowledge and

ability to access the upper floors. Surrender would still play a

three dimensional experience and the experience of another cycle will be lost as has happened in other

cycles.

Today we are making real power clashes between vibrational and what occurs on

holograms of the third dimension through the connection of small resonances at alternating pulse,

what you call mind. Translated in a 3D real war of thought

the human being. An obstacle to the final part of his experience.

The cause of this is attributed to the collision induced frequency manipulation by people with

vibratory source of energy reflected from the second type. (Subjects with frequency of the second
reflection

the matrix) Through the microwave frequencies dispensed will be made a real

control over your section holographic, consequently causing the other you connected

other dimensionality.

The subjects holographic second type are supported by representatives belonging to the

faction holographic first type (Energy reflected first type of) influenced by the same frequencies

Conditioners.

Frequencies, cross by microwaves, have been manipulated in other cycles, but

currently, since the matrix of total energy increases its impulses also the manipulations

accelerate their progress.



When the frequency in the microwave reach the human organism (the vibrating part

3D hologram) that part (Energy reflected by the first type of the matrix) is transformed

changing course to its frequency. This process will skew the 3D hologram, your

actions will be induced and spontaneous. This will happen even to the earth. The (Draft

Aural activation) has been designed for total manipulation. The process is triggered by the antennas

Contrast placed in various points of the earth. The antennas emit negative force of low

frequency which, being launched in the upper atmosphere (thin frequencies), with

a reflective effect is to overpower the pulses governed by the old machines

multidimensional communication.

The machines of multidimensional communication, were the creation of the first section holographic

(Giant Man) generated from the first source reflected in the array, which evolved its frequency,

managed to generate energy reflections (holograms in hologram) The representation of

machines was materialized together with the representations of animal type and way, way, with

the evolution vibratory, to the human being using pulses of low frequency constant so

as to make it in a constant condition of 3D.

The first settlers of 3D representation (section holographic reflex) were led by the energy

reflected by the first type, to vibrate at low frequencies and constants so as to be able to express in a

material condition and make themselves a full experience, then you can know the end

through matter. The peoples 3D continued the work waiting to be able to continue

energy reflected the intention of the first type, which wanted to achieve absolute power

with the aim of expanding its energy and to the matrix ricongiungerla mother. The mechanism

machines was monitored and stabilized at each frequency jump. The end and the beginning of a

cycle. With this procedure, each vibrational leap, all holograms hologram

acquired new knowledge thereby increasing their expansion force. One way to

reach the absolute illumination.



The fury of the stabilization of the machines comes from holograms created by the parallel

second reflection of the matrix, which engages in the reflection of your vibration first type,

attempting to achieve the same expansion. Holograms vibration reflex of the second type,

can not evolve independently because, with vibration poorly developed, should be to

exhausted. Hook into the first to be able to survive their impulses making

constant.

Only through this system you can see your reality as you know it. The expansion and

the power frequency energy mother has reached the maximum evolution then also

machines holographic representation are losing their effect. Contrast and change,

continuously, rather than lose this condition by holograms of vibration reflex

second type.

We are a holographic representation belonging to your vibration emission.

We have no condensation but we encourage your evolution to reunite the mother energy.

We have a different state of consciousness, as we have never been influenced by energy

contrast. We are the trail of light that surrounds your constant. Since you are our source of life

we are trying to get rid of through rapids lighting so you can achieve your

hooking to the matrix.

Comment to this post.

Although some parts of the message are unclear and not completely understood, it is

immediately notice the allusion to the presence of some "hard" that seem to be of

technology, that other forces have made to alter the frequencies of the universe that

defines holographic, in three dimensions. The mold of the message tends to be of a nature

technology as it describes electromagnetic fields, microwave, frequencies related to

representation of virtuality exactly as describe Bohm, at the physical level

and as we have framed in our previous work. The two discs, in which it does



reference, are identified: one as solar, archetypal expression of the Spirit and

the other identified as Bha, similar expression of Egyptian term which means Ba

Soul. It is based on two main levels of frequencies that the machines would

issued to build the entire universe and its creatures. The first two frequencies

would be connected to a dual universe and in particular of good and evil to the white and

to black, where the first and highest would be connected to the virtual beings very large

classifiable by our previous studies as "people first", the Adam Kadmon of the

Jewish tradition. On the opposite side there would beings blacks, whose world closes

because their frequency "is lowered."

It refers to a time when a man, described as "holographic representation

human "would have understood the technology of light, which would be behind the operation

discs, which produced energy in various forms, one of which would be at the base of the

project called "Auroral" the disclosure of which you can clearly see the description

Project HAARP.

Http://billysupdate.blogspot.it/2011/03/haarpaurora borealis.html

Http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1003494/pg1

Http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2UnvtkcR04

Http://www.wired.com/politics/security/magazine/17 08/mf_haarp?currentPage=all

One of the most interesting scientists who worked on rotating discs, both in

mechanically and electromechanically, was Nikola Tesla. Its turbine rotating disc, with

theoretical efficiency of 92%, it is just a small test. It is without a turbine vane

invented in 1913. To operate the turbine exploits one of the effects of the boundary layer that

consists in the "Accession viscose" or slowing down of a fluid flowing in the vicinity of

a surface. This slowdown results in a reduction of the kinetic energy of the fluid,



ceding it to the surface, if the surface has the form of a disc, the amount of

motion will be transferred from the fluid to the turbine, for which there will be the generation of a pair

drive that will rotate the turbine

The message text refers to the properties of these disks would be able

to move in spacetime (as vibratory distances are defined in the text

original).

"In a 1911 paper on The Sun, Tesla describes his flying machine:" Dr. Nikola

Tesla last night rested comfortably in his chair in Waldorf, and spoke calmly

aircraft without wings, propellants or other mechanisms of airplanes hours families

moving through space at incredible speeds, or slower carrying heavy loads, and

any case always with safety, as the most mundane of wheeled vehicles "." The application of

this principle will give the world a flying machine unlike anything ever

existed before. Will not have wings, reactors such tools used up to now. Will

small and compact, extremely fast and, above all, perfectly safe in most

big storm. Can be built to any size or carry any weight you want. "

If you are familiar with the operating principles of the so called "conventional aircraft"

understands that the flying machine of Nikola Tesla described these steps in 1911 to

be a vehicle with "anti gravity" then a real "flying saucer". "

http://www.misteri2012.net/t4688 i dischi volanti di nikola tesla.

The figure of Nikola Tesla has historically been very

discussed from the point of view of both historical and

Scientific and, if on the one hand, there are people who

consider a genius of physics, there are other

scientists regard this as a visionary. In words

poor ordinary people like Tesla and is



unpleasant physicists. For example, in the article entitled

"Nikola Tesla: A technician with many practical ideas

great interest, but far from an approach

scientific phenomena "by Roberto Renzetti

www.fisicamente.net, we describe the figure of the

scientist as a visionary who, however, would

let go of all statements and imaginative

fiction, especially exaggerating the

description of his findings, with some

gross carelessness and inability to correlate with

the reality of modern physics. The author cites some

sentences which according to him would be evident

demonstrations of the mad streak of Tesla as the

following:

"There is nothing that is equipped with life from man, who has enslaved the elements, the more

agile creature in all this world that does not wobble during rotation. Whenever

that action is generated by a force, even infinitesimal, the cosmic balance is altered

and the universal motion suffers the effects.

This phrase, which is branded as folly, in that Article, unfortunately for

the author of this criticism, it is now more than ever, true, both in the eyes of writers paraphysical

as Fritjof Capra (IL Tao of Physics, Adelphi editions), both physicists like Bohm, who

Theosophists such as St. Augustine or philosophers like Krishnamurti.

The text of this "revelation", which we are examining, goes on to give information on

a non terrestrial civilizations that refers to the frequency of the first type, identifiable, as

said before, in the First Men. These, through sacred geometry, would give



information on these disks and their properties: a hidden message, and not for everyone,

in which our studies have clearly seen the Crop Circle in all their manifestations.

This information, in addition to being in agreement with our reading key, gave us

a more interesting. In fact, the speaker, not the First Man, but something that is

higher in the cosmic hierarchies.

It is also said clearly that the First Man is the creator of the machines, as well as

allow the exchange of information between the different areas of the universe, facilitated the

understanding of it and altering it built, to taste, exactly as it was

shown by our previous studies.

We want to emphasize, here, as the First Man, not wanting to experience

of the physical universe virtual, which he edited, altered with machines

the frequencies of the hologram. He also mentioned the fact that Creation was not

planned in this direction and that the First Man, wanted to lock that stabilize

frequency holographic universe because they always remain constant, preventing

man to evolve, guaranteeing a future of endless immortality. After other statements,

now easier to interpret, sula basis of this reading, which is about

probability of termination of the experiment universal, it becomes clear reference to the duality

the myth of the good and the bad that we, "Genesis II", we ideicamente embodied in

Shiva (reflected energy of the second kind) and Vishnu (reflected energy of the first type).

At this point, after which the need to present the situation past and present

universe clearly for those who can read and scientific as to want to serve these

statements to gain the trust of the reader, the other party, non partisan, but only

apparently, he launches into a description of the wars between various species for holographic

control the hologram. The other party complaint can by the race

human, the hologram energy of the first type, to find themselves still having to start all over



again, in another galactic period (Yuga). Or, if things were "good", "up"

(Or ascend to the New Age) vibrational different situations and "advanced" (the so called plans

above).

It makes a clear allusion to the subject of holographic second type (followers of Shiva, the alien Ra

of our publications) which, through the help of people descended from the holographic

first type (our aliens identified with the acronym "Horus") will try to manipulate the

the human race. This process will take place through the HAARP system that emits low

frequencies by altering the human will.

And after all this spappardellata of information for us absolutely credible, that

that our interlocutors have and say they are expressions of particular vibrational

with different condensation (which can be interpreted as: bodiless beings). These

beings would facilitate our evolution but not for love of us, but only because

they feed on us. We would be their source of life. In the days when this statement,

together with other similar, but less complete, we were given, we had not yet

complete understanding of the alien problem. Our interviewee expressed

saying that "they" want to help us in the process of liberation from the various alien forces

both of first and second type, or vibration, with rapid illuminations, as well as in the text

are defined. In fact, in our opinion, this process of liberation was

conducted and is carried out by ourselves, without anyone's help.

Logical analysis of the text.

The subject, former adduct, who had this communication, does not know quite what to

it means, as it has no knowledge of the HAARP project and has not read

none of the work of the writer, even if he has had contact with the undersigned at

exclusive six regressive hypnosis, designed to bring the subject itself, to levels

knowledge can free himself from aliens and liberal use of techniques to



alteration of the hologram (those things that the Church calls miracles). It also supports

that these beings that have reported these things, "like angels" have no

nothing to do with aliens, but should always be positive so at least they

perceives, despite my attempts to show a map of the area most relevant

to the reality of the hologram.

We must also point out that this was directed at me and not subject to ex

adduct, by explicit declaration of the angel.

Some questions must be asked:

Why the angel does not speak directly to me without disturbing the former adduct?

Where to place these beings in the domain of virtual universal?

What does it mean that we are their source of life?

�• What is the reliability of their statements?

These questions remained unanswered at the moment.

Keep in mind that these statements were recorded about two years ago,

even when we did not understand everything that was instead shown in

previous two parts of this trilogy. Rereading upstream this paper, we had

feeling of having made a good interpretation of virtual reality and "someone" now,

needed to warn us that we were on the right track, but also informing him that,

if some of the information we were given, it was done because the salvation of mankind was

linked to the same salvation of the usual "someone." The one presented itself, however, only to

people who had acquired a high level of awareness. It should be emphasized that

these subjects, both former abductees, who, as we heard, they said they had been

themselves to go and see the angels and it was the other way around.

Other subjects they told us that these figures appeared in their meditations or

in their mental simulations and is put on the one hand, sometimes smiling, sometimes not



saying nothing but carrying out a careful apparent function control.

Some people told us that he had not given curious and I decided to go to

find the strange partners, where they lived. The impression we gathered

was that in that environment to them, we were almost equal, with a kind of luminous body

semi transparent, clear. Who had brought this experience argued that "the Committee

host, "if one could define, was composed of various subjects with a number

was around seven to five elements. The attitude of these angels was characterized

from an apparent friendship behavior, which tended to make speeches related

raising the ego of the person listening.

"You are a special person. you're not like the others, you're like us, you have come to us

why did you become aware and you have to step up to our level, leaving

when the time comes, this vale of tears that is not for you. "

But when some human interlocutor was trying to ask questions apparently

indiscreet, or when he refused to accede to the angelic vision, it became

rather dark and incazzereccia, accusing the poor human betrayal.

"Something did not make me trust them" ì and I went from there "...., claiming some

who experienced this strange experience.

There was a time, during our surveys, about two years ago, when many people, almost

data had an appointment, I came to tell similar experiences.

Given that absolutely no one understood the nature of this pseudo interference,

we noticed the new character ageiano of "these beings" who, while pushing

stakeholders to a hypothetical human good for humanity, seemed actually

perform a dual discourse and racist, that is not conscious.

The dual expressions used to describe the holographic view of the universe, there

seemed out of place for people who pretend to be beings more advanced than we are, or at least



did believe, but do not directly touch the topic. The impression given

to me, listening to these stories was that these angelic beings, could not lie

but they would not even tell the truth and so trying to make you see things that are not

were true with speeches apparently biased.

If this observation was true, it meant that these beings could not

lie for the simple reason that, if they did, the people that had taken place

this pseudo contact, since they are equipped with high consciousness, they would

noticed. Someone told us he had tried to approach the angel trying to

convince him to come and see how he was with us but this had jumped back

terrified, mentally communicating to our interlocutor that "they" were terrified

to "go down" to our level because the pain you feel when you have the experience in

that world was, to these beings afraid, very unbearable.

"There must be another way" ... shouting "to end the experiential path

without passing on your level. "

Rationalize the irrational.

Why waste time in dealing with these experiences, common to a few non scientific,

probably explained by the sick psyche of those who had passed?

Because many of these people, even all those that we felt were not for

nothing crazy, the stories told by the angels were similar to our results of

research and will be a case, but also with some of the statements of the parties animiche

given subject, recorded over the last ten years.

At this point we realized that there was a simple explanation, which provided

a key to clear, able to place the phenomenon in the right place

context of alien adduction. In other words there was only one map of the area.

In fact, if we go back for a moment to the interpretation that universal soul, mind and



spirit have three different awarenesses of reality, placed on three different axes and do not

switchable between them, we did just now realize that while we examined

the soul and the spiritual aspect we had not even scratched the mental. The

third axis, therefore, that energy, what are you hiding?

If our soul spiritual model was consistent with the third pillar of energy,

had to postulate that there were planes of existence "superior" to ours, located at

different energy levels (the axis of the mind is the potential energy). These plans

would have to be populated by beings who, with us, shared the mental part.

In other words where soul moved in different containers on the time axis and spirit

shared several containers in space, mind, should share more

containers axis of energies.

Starting from this hypothesis was possible to think that, as our soul departs

go for a walk in the time axis in the various containers, which then would provide the

data on what Brian Weiss called "erroneously" the past and future lives, so the

mind could go to find those of the "upper floors".

It should be noted that when this happened, the subject traveler, became aesthetically

equal to those who lived the angelic level, showing that in that place,

at least aesthetically, one of them.

In fact, the "'angel' said this:" You are like us. "

Also will not have escaped the attentive reader that while we go to them, they do not

come down to us, because of the fear of making the experience of life, in terms of strength

where you die, you live, you are born and you will suffer.

A person with whom we have worked long ago, this angel, also said that

they would be interested in giving us advice to save us from aliens because everything

that happens to us then they would have an effect (fractal vision of the virtual universe) and,



if he wins the alien, the universe would be in the wrong hands. We would be those who

are therefore the war for them because, to them, as there is no body, there would be

even aliens. We, however, less fortunate of this plan, we should make

battles for everyone, both to save us from aliens and from their experience of life

with death and physical suffering.

So we would be "them" as "they" would be those of us who do not, however,

would have had the courage to come to this level, to experience.

Here, then, who we are and where we come from! But here also revealed the true interest

these angelic angelic subjects began to have very little.

Once we are aliens win and acquire total awareness of who

us, we would be to become for these angelic figures the real problem because

we would have the keys to the universe. A universe that the angel wants to keep it that

status quo in search of an alternative way to experience the world solid

without getting your hands dirty. Experience from hearsay, a surrogate.

So, on the one hand, the angel of the new age, wants to be good and believe protector,

the other decides to exploit the human offspring making fight to eliminate the aliens but

blocking evolution, to avoid suffering.

The method angelic.

And what would be the strategy put in place by human upstairs? A simple

strategy can not prevent man to win against the aliens, but can try to

convince the man evolved to leave this place to take refuge in a gilded cage to

their existential level. In fact, more people are here and more advanced disease

conscious awareness expands to others. The only way to block the

awareness of human beings towards a path that would inevitably lead us

to absolute knowledge and to the painful experience of their life in 3D, it would be



eliminate cancer cells, ie beings evolved, working on their ego and making

believe that if you accept their paradise is because you are a chosen one and not one that was made

scrubbing.

To obtain this result, which would freeze the universe in a static permanent, there is

must submit to man not lying. In fact, the man with his conscience integrated

and evolved at the end of the games, it would find always someone in front of him, is the

lying and therefore must always tell the truth and, at best, to believe the man

things for other, putting the truth before my eyes in a way altered.

These angels are therefore the true inventors of the New Age, where many of the speeches made,

are substantially in agreement with our consciences, except for a small and

particular almost invisible, but it does not escape to those who have made a step forward

in the scale of evolution.

The New Age movements have always existed and are not a local invention. For example

from this point of view, one of the New Age movements (which again has not obviously

nothing compared to the traditional Egyptian Babylonian religions) is the most important

Catholic Church, and in praising God, announced that must love each other to

win paradise. The concept of ascension to heaven is an archetypal concept where

must rise to the top, this concept is in the movements ranging from Dianetics movement

Ramtha. The climb to evolve a concept disinformante because it is in

Top to bottom that they can have the opportunity to experience. It must be

descend and ascend to gain self awareness. In addition, you should not want to

good to others but you have to love yourself first. This is expressed

clearly from the consciousness of the abductees put in a state of deep hypnosis, where the

interview, once bound to soul now, was transposed the concept of consciousness

integrated (but more about that in a forthcoming work).



In fact, if you love yourself, try to be aware of you, knowing that the

Process knowledge is a personal journey. No one can induce others to perform

the same way, no one can help others but everyone helps only himself but

doing this will help the whole consciousness of the universe. By helping others we risk

act of force, acting on the conflict of conscience, a principle that will soon prove

be insurmountable.

So here is the special feature of new religious movements pseudo ageiani has become

credible, almost telling the truth but deliberately altering the particular

fundamental for understanding, doing sneakily so that man understands in

incorrectly a speech that might be, in principle, also not wrong.

In this context, one of the biggest lies of the new age is the consideration that

it has the human mind.

The human mind is despised. Mind mind, it is said. It is misleading,

does not make you see things as they are, is bound to the Maya, he sees that virtual reality

surrounding it is false. All absolutely true, but that does not mean not to rely

to mind. This means being aware of the limitations of the mind. The fact is that

using the mind also uses the axis of energy and you can go to find "those

upstairs ", so discovering their true selves. And behold, the New Age,

seeks to remedy this occurs, deceitfully convinced the man, who

mind should not be used and in fact, if it tells you something strange, it is not

credible.

The dualism deceiver.

To make us suspect that the angel was actually deceiving the speeches that were made

because, from the point of view of transformational grammar (GNP), was clear

desire to deceive and especially the main deception resorted to speak of the Universe



as a dual hologram.

But we know that consciousness is not only dual but we know that there are

the good and the bad people but with different awareness. Build a path

the conquest of the dual wisdom is like driving a Ferrari with no hands. You sfracelli

the first corner.

To understand this let us ask ourselves faced with a simple question.

We have always said that consciousness would become aware of themselves and

This created the universe in which dual mirror to see how it was done. If, however,

we wonder why this happened, or why consciousness has been the need to

know, the answer is not immediately clear. Consciousness could continue to sleep

quiet without asking this pointless question? Because instead needed

build the mirror to look at herself? To answer this question, just

think of the universe as we know it dual. If it is really how dual

is, there will the opportunity to make choices. Let's say I'm a climber and is

tied the rope to Mr. A and Mr. B. At one point, I'm in trouble and I

cut the rope to save me and one of my colleagues. Can I cut the rope

A saving but I can also save B. It would seem to be faced with a choice, but

it is not. Instant, in fact, that I decided to save A I also decided not to save B.

It 's like to say that when heads not tails. This concept becomes clearer when

examine it in the present. The instant I made my choice, my conscience

has chosen to save A. If I look in my past that is copresente with this

according to the physics of the universe bohomiana non local and virtual, I realize that, my

consciousness of this, he made a choice that is the same choice already made in the past. In

Simply put, if I look to my past (from my position of this) understand

that, also in the past, had chosen not exist A and the probability that salvassi B. Such



probability exists only if I look at the scene of the rescue from the past into the future, but

not from the present to the past.

This concept espliciteremo the best in a moment, when we look at everything from

point of view of modern quantum physics.

One might then assume that the dual is to make a decision or not

make a decision and die together. This is, once again, a

dual concept. In fact, not to do is not to be identified.

In this context we asked the question of why consciousness had decided to

build the mirror. The question, in fact, makes no sense because the consciousness is

because it is. If he did well, if he had not manifested through its

action, it would not exist, because it would not be prudent to exist ..

You are and why you exist. If you do not you're not. So there is no duality in the

or not to take decisions: there is no duality in taking one of two

apparent way because in reality they are one.

On the one hand we understand now that consciousness and 'only if FA experience and E' only if you

MANIFEST, through action or act of will '. The will becomes the expression

existence and the possibility of understanding who you are. In this context, it is clear

that if you do things half be half, but if you make the whole experience will be all. Therefore being

angelic upstairs, he does not want to experience, is a developing only

half of them while we are the ones who have decided to go down and finish the job. We

so we are more aware of them.

The universe as the pagoda of Bruce Lee.

To understand better how this universe is made of energy axis, where

the mind to dominate, we must first imagine a cone seven levels where the

first is the tip of the cone and the last is its base. The number seven may be a



number archetypal but actually being the fractal universe, so are all those

energy events that comprise it. So the idea of separating the world of

energy in visible colors and decide to seven utilizzarne to do it, is not the case. It is not at random

that the electrons of the atom as the protons of the nucleus have seven quantum levels.

Who have chosen to define a seven note musical scale in which each note

at a frequency and, at each frequency, still matches a value of the energy, is

certainly indicative of fractal characteristics of this hypothetical cone.

In this cone, our universe, alien men with early Shiva and Vishnu, in the guise of gods

creators, all of these characters, they live on the top floor, the base, the more energy plan

heavy, say archetypal physics but also the New Age American. Between us and the

first level, that of pure consciousness, there are five different levels, with creatures,

As more advanced in descending down and not evolved rise to the top.

The attentive reader will recall that in the visions of our subjects, five were also beings

angelic appeared, the upper floors. In this regard emphasized that the

mind does not mind at all but interprets, sometimes bad, some signs of archetypal

virtuality but it is extremely significant that have been seen five beings and that,

if our universe is fractal, there are five upper floors that separate us from the

conscientious mother. The difference between consciousness, we and all beings plans

intermediate would be linked to an awareness of the self: the deeper you go, the more you experience
and

better we understand who we are. But from a point of view of integration between the right side and

left of the same mind, and consciousness is not self conscious but appears

fully integrated us down, but we know very little integrated and

for this would have the dual vision most of all other creatures placed above (in the sense

archetypal) of us.

In other words, if the beings of this plan do not understand those who are not at a conscious level



just do not know who they are but will appear in the virtual dissociated more than ever. It will be

easy bites of beings who have their masculine side more integrated with the female.

We would say this plan, the right hemisphere with the left.

You could say that being able to describe the universe and realize that the dual is an

the matrix, it can be seen only by those who make the experience of matrix

Shamanic. A path that leads them temporarily out of the dual so that you

can look at from the outside. The writer has had the opportunity to have this experience

and that is why, from that moment, it became very clear to all

which, in this article, you are talking about. The writer, in a way, that aspect has destroyed

of maya which is the dual, winning the trick, on a conscious level. Who has not

fact that experience will not be able to see over the matrix but, this, only

by choice.

Seeing things from another point of view, allows you to change the map of the territory and

allows, once back at the starting point, to be aware that what you see from

there is not just what you see from there, but also what you saw from the other position.

To achieve this, in our lives, you want to change position.

This act of doing, it is alive and become aware of consciousness.

The elimination of the dual deception, produces the necessary condition for

access to a form of integrated consciousness, where spirit, mind and soul does not exist

more, but in their place, there is a single integrated consciousness that allows you to watch over

the dual aspect of the matrix.

We have already mentioned in the previous two parts of this work, the meaning of

history, observed from a point of view archetypal. Negi archetypes is the image of a

eternal present that contains information about virtual time and that is about the past but also

the future, to give an overall view of the whole. In art, the symbolic and artistic



are always strongly related to archetypes that the language of the universe. So people

with a certain level of awareness, and often unconsciously, build

stories based on the myth of creation. An example is given for all, in this context,

a film directed by Bruce Lee and technically never released in theaters.

It's called Game of Death, "The Game of Death" and behind the fighting (all choreographed

by Lee himself), lies a strong

philosophical component. The protagonist,

In fact, we see their family kidnapped

(Symbol of his true origins): the

powerful want to blackmail the protagonist

why do some things for them

illegal (aliens or whoever they use the

strength of character to get

benefits for themselves). To save the

parents, Lee will be forced to face

opponents always stronger

within a pagoda (the pagoda

is the holographic universe in seven

levels: we are the seventh level, the

first there is the consciousness and in the middle

I have five, inhabited by hostile forces). Climb the various floors will correspond to

spiritual ascent for which the player will have to fight more to himself than against

his enemies.

The levels of the pagoda are five wrestlers who are characterized by different teachers in

many techniques. In particular the last, uppermost, fighter is a giant black skin



who can not bear the light, and always wears glasses blacks. Lee wins with light

last giant and at the end of the fight back to the first level, outside the

pagoda, not seizing any treasure but having freed the people from those who

kept him in submission (giving way to the archetype of the happy world).

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ai5geIBDkyE

Ideicamente speaking, the man defeats the deceivers, but in his ascension, he,

not really want to reach the consciousness passing from above, that is coming back in a

process of involution, but coming down to the last level, bringing with him his

knowledge, acquired for a living, from then on no longer an existence

closed in the solitude of consciousness unconscious but creating his new world,

what belongs to us all, Happy World.

Aspects of the quantum nature of the universe.

In the light of these new reflections, we had listened and studied some aspects of

phenomenology adduttiva that, in a first time, we had neglected and absolutely

not included, but now found the right placement in the interpretation by us

proposal. In particular, I refer to some problems that presented themselves to

alleged that, after the path that we consigliavamo, which would take them to get rid of

aliens, gaining awareness. They I ricontattavano due to the appearance of

strange perceptions regarding flash of apparent episodes attributable to their "past lives."

The deep hypnosis conducted on these subjects, showed that the soul

explained what was happening with the following words: "It is necessary that the container

knows all his experiences of all its containers, such experiences will accumulate

in the current folder and only then it will go to the play. "

These expressions are, to us, incomprehensible then but today we give those

words an interpretation extremely logical.



To fully understand what the meaning of the message and its soul

vision of the area, however, had to first understand that, also the third axis, that

energy that the mind had a fundamental role and other essential

two axes, the axes of soul, mind and spirit, time, energy and space, were

fully understand the meaning of consciousness, without being able to overlook one and three.

To do so, we must for a moment, leave the domain of soul, mind and spirit and

observe the domain of modern physics. We will return later to the question of consciousness

just looked at the problem from the point of view of quantum physics.

Taking a cue from the original article entitled: "The New Physics: The Asymmetry

Ubiquitous "by Piero Scaruffi (Translation from the original Ascanio Borga, May

2003), http://www.scaruffi.com/cogn.html, we make some comments on the idea that Born,

Bohm and I have the wave particle duality.

If our interpretation is correct there would be no dualism but this

appear to our eyes, as a deformation read from the brain, and not from

our mind, which interprets only the data that come from the outside. Recall

that the modern quantum physics, a particle such as a photon, can present as

wave but also as a particle. Sometimes it looks like a wave, but other times, it is

measured as a particle. None basically knows, up to now, because there is

This dual seemingly inexplicable behavior.

http://www.blogzero.it/2009/11/20/esperimento piu bello dualismo onda particella/.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfPeprQ7oGc

Let us briefly recall, in this context, an experiment that reproduces the dualism "wave

particle ". If I own a gun that shoots photons on a wall with two slits us

should expect that, if I place the wall behind a cinema screen, it

light up in correspondence of the two slits, where the light passes through or photons.



Unfortunately, things do not appear to be so simple. In fact, you should know that not only

you do not get the result but imagine the light illuminates the screen cinematic

in places where the light would not come. It was thought that to believe that the photons

behave as waves and not by particles (see the attached figures).

Unfortunately, this also happens when a single photon is fired at the slits in

demonstration that it passes simultaneously from both of the holes. If the photon was

a particle, such as a bullet, but this would be impossible if the photon is

representable as the probability that it exists in a spherical space expanding

during its movement, towards the walls of the target, it would be representable

like a wave and could actually invade the two slits at the same time.

The problem is when the observer instead of observing from behind the photonic cannon,

as a spectator in the cinema, there is hidden behind one of the two knife. The photon

seems to know that he is there and hits him illuminating. In this experiment the figures of

interference, a classical wave phenomenon disappear. In other words the photon

now behaves like a bullet.

Phenomenon observed from the outside

Phenomenon observed from

There are different interpretations of this physical phenomenon irrefutable. Born

(Http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funzione_d 'wave) argued that the subatomic particles that

make up the universe and then accordingly the universe itself, could be

lead or wave or particle. In the case in which the behavior of the particle

was undulatory, the wave would be a wave equation, and not a real

wave physics, the potential of which would be representative of its energy.

Bohm argues instead that the universe is virtual and holographic, fractal, non local,

argues that a photon is a particle or a wave or it is a wave and a



particle together. Furthermore, he argues that the potential of the wave, which in this case

would be a real physical wave, not a mathematical formula, is linked to the shape

wave and its energy.

In other words Bohm maintains that, since the whole universe and being constituted of

waves, all the same (the small and the great are frattalicamente tied together) to move

or interact with a small thing, which has the same waveform of a big thing there

takes the same energy.

Often the physical Bohm is taken as a basis by scholars of paranormal phenomena

would explain why many phenomenologies connected to them and, in this context,

understand how to move a vehicle with the power of thought it would take the same

force is used to move, always with the power of thought, a mountain. But the

point is not that.

For we must remember that while Bohm argues that time does not exist and is only a

physical sensation, Born argues that the time is not measurable in quantum physics. A

That is where the Nobel Prize for chemistry, Ilya Prigogine, who studied the

equilibrium irreversible and claiming that the arrow of time is unidirectional.

In fact, he argues that, if the arrow of time could be reversed, there would,

in our universe, traces of involution. Being that you do not see ever involutions in

models he studied, that is, the biological models, it must be concluded that the time is in a

one direction. But why the time should be in one direction if the space

energy instead can also take negative values? Why should the universe

be asymmetric on the arrow of time? That is why you could not go back

over time, as you do with the space?

If I go from Rome to Milan, then I can go back to Rome, but if today I want to go back in

back in time I can not. But is it really true that I can not do it?



The problem stems from the fact that the arrow of time is related to the second law of

thermodynamics, which states that the entropy of the universe always increases. Entropy is a

measure, named disorder, which actually corresponds to the order and kinetic energy

objects in the universe. In other words, the universe simmetrizza in time,

cool, all things come together the same distance, the density of the universe

homogenizes and there are no more places with a high density of matter and empty seats but the
density

becomes constant. In reality, this situation corresponds to an order and not to a

disorder but the physical half of 1800, identified the cooling of the universe as

a bad thing, that went against the wishes of God's creation, and for that alone,

have appealed a negative sense, as a disorder, but instead, a

thermodynamic point of view, it appears to us as an order. The thermodynamic if they are

fared gratifying the ears of the Church and its power in 1800 by giving the entropy of a sign

negative symbol in front of her, and so, physicians and priests, have agreed.

So if the entropy always increases on principle, then even the arrow of time goes into

only one direction.

In this context, the goal another English physicist named Penrose which begins to

assume that the second law of thermodynamics is not at all true. He

argues that, in the end, "that is a principle in the sense that it is not provable nor

demonstrated its validity. It is merely pointed out, up to now, that the entropy

seems to always increase: however, it may be that it is not the case and if it were not

so then the dogma of the arrow of time would fall miserably.

Penrose arrives to assume that, in reality, the measurement that is made of entropy, is not linked

the energy of the system, which cools forever if left to itself, without intervention

external universe, which does not seem to exist, but that the entropy is the shadow of

something else that is superimposed on the energy measurement. We believe that the entropy



measuring the energy of the system in the form of order and instead it measures a few

hidden parameter.

The term "hidden parameter" is expressly used by Bohm to explain the

same phenomena.

The inaccuracy of the second laws of thermodynamics.

That the second law of thermodynamics is incorrect everybody knows but all

hope that the correctness of this principle is not only linked to a local aspect, that is,

in the microscopic world, where the second principle is not respected, you can always believe

there is another place far away from here as you like, in which case the exact opposite mirror

so much so that even the general accounts of universal entropy. There are experiments that

show that entropy can decrease locally.

In an article found on the web titled "The arrow of time"

(Http://www.attraversolospecchio.eu/index.php/argomenti/scienza/2012/02/08/la freccia del tempo/),
it mentions a

interesting experiment in thermodynamics led by Y. Charles Li and Yang Hong from

"On the Arrow of Time" published on the website of scientific publications: http://arxiv.org

(January 2012). In that context, it is easily proved that the entropy of some systems

gas particle, subject to special operations, diminish without a shadow of doubt

science.

Similarly, some scientists have played with some pairs of photons being able to

alter their behavior in the past, and this would only be possible if

20EVENTO 20PASSATO%%% 20_% 20Pianetablunews.htm) the arrow of time was reversible, or if the

Local time was not, as claimed by Bohm.

Another trivial example, which shows how locally entropy can decrease, there is provided

by some reactions of organic chemistry that produce optical activity, starting from molecules



totally symmetric or from racemic mixtures of totally reactions (with optical activity equal

to zero.)

Everyone knows that the optical activity, ie the ability of some molecules rotate the plane

of light, to the right or left, with respect to the observer, is a measure of symmetry

universe. The universe for the second law of thermodynamics, is simmetrizza

having been created not symmetrical. Building a synthesis of an organic product that

does not have a plane of symmetry, starting from a more symmetrical molecule (which has no such

floor) is impossible. At most, a chemical species, react by destroying its

symmetry but producing a pair of enantiomers that is, half molecules that rotate the

plane of the light on the right and a

other half, which will rotate the plane of

light, of the same amount, but in

left, so as to obtain

a reaction mixture that will

symmetrical as a whole.

But this is possible if I do

reacting an even number of molecules: so half will give a result and the other half of the result

opposite. But if I have a single molecule that can react, it inevitably will have

provide an optically active molecule, in the absence of its enantiometro. In this

context, I created optical activity that I dissimmetrizzato local universe,

decreasing entropy.

In physics Bohm that locally the second law of thermodynamics is

gradient means, according to a holographic vision of the whole, that the entropy of the whole system

may decrease because the particular is connected to everything.

My interpretation of the dual model quantum physicist.



For physicists use the term "hidden parameter" means that there is no parameter

measurable but do not see it being that I can not measure. From a point of view

piennellistico, identifying hidden as a phenomenon that is not seen, it means

want to necessarily believe in a concept of the area map, without the strength of

whether instead, the map is wrong.

These days, physicists look for the Higgs boson and printing uninformed believe what

that you want pouring out and that is that the Higgs boson has actually been found.

Large press conferences, great echo in the press and media in the world, but the truth is

another. The spokesman for CERN in Geneva in fact, in the video of the press conference, not

argues that the Higgs boson has been found but expressly says that ...

There are strong evidences of the existence of the Higgs boson .... This means that

strongly think that it exists but has not been found. In its place are found strange

things that also behave not conceivable with the Higgs boson but

CERN scientists say are almost certainly looking for the Higgs.

Because this would be like saying: since many children have caught a glimpse of Santa Claus it

really exists, although it is rather elusive.

Behind the statements of CERN is easy to see that there are political needs

economic and where there is a penny to a blind man cry in Europe, has

the need to explain to Europeans and to the sponsors, you have to throw more money in

look for something that is not there (twenty seven million euro each experiment done) only

to live our physicists. Of course, all other physicists in Europe and worldwide who are not in

agreement with this attitude the government, not for scientific reasons, but only because

their pecking less money for their research, they have slightly altered and make a

battle against the ghost researchers bosons.

http://video.repubblica.it/dossier/bosone di higgs/hack il bosone e dio/99942/98321



http://www.centrometeoitaliano.it/particella di dio trovato bosone higgs/

http://www.giornalettismo.com/archives/407323/e se il bosone di higgs fosse un impostore/

http://silvanodonofrio.wordpress.com/2012/07/06/il bosone di higgs ce o non ce/

In short, to use the term "hidden parameter" is a sign of peace that the unconscious

things, even if you do not see and can not be measured, as they always have been described.

In fact Prigogine says one thing and that is absolutely correct that evolution increases

forever and not come back. But the evolution of the system is obviously tied

elimination of a disorder seen as Brownian motion of the particles. The evolution

is related to the decrease of Chaos. And if the entropy Penrose was right and it was not

a direct measure of Chaos but an indirect measure? My working hypothesis is that

entropy is a measure of Chaos, but a measure of universal Consciousness. It

it is not measurable because it belongs to that slice of reality called "real", ie

constant is not changeable, but the expression of which, within the universe, is defined as

awareness of the Self.

In our interpretation in fact, consciousness is made of energy, space and time but

these three vectors, the representation of awareness of it. The

awareness of consciousness would be measurable and would always increasing,

According to the allegations made by Prigogine. It would be logical to identify, by

physical, as a hidden parameter, as it is a reflection of consciousness in

virtuality. Being that physicists do not believe in the existence of a conscience, they could not

never measure awareness because they do not have consciousness. Each

in fact see a map of the area in relation to the realization that you have the map

of the territory. If I believe that elephants do not exist will not be able to see even

one, as we shall see in a moment, an experiment in quantum physics.

But the entropy, ie, the disorder increases, ie the consciousness that through its



measure of self awareness increases always gives us the key to

interpret the wave particle duality.

Based on the fact of the studies I conducted with regressive hypnosis and observations

made by modern physics, it can be seen how, starting from the model of bohmiano

physics, where time does not exist but the past and the future are two wave equations that

collapse in the eternal present, we can argue that a phenomenon appears to us as

particle when we look to the past and it appears as a wave when

look toward the future.

In reality behind this conception there is a deeper insight into the apparent dualism

wave particle. We perceive a phenomenon as a wave when we are not conscious

of the phenomenon, but we know only star watching something existing. When instead

we know exactly what we observed because we have agreed to interact

with it, this seems like particle.

When I interact with a phenomenon in the physical sense, it is a subatomic particle

but also any other event, it appears to me as it is built into virtuality, with the

its mass, its energy, its time, its space, its magnetic field and its

electric field. The phenomenon appears perfectly located because I interfered with

it, in its own space time. But if I see you pass a physical phenomenon, without

But DIRECTLY interact with him, I know that there is a problem but I will not have

awareness. From a physical point of view it appears to me in the form of wave that is

mathematically and geometrically as a region of space time, where you can

place the phenomenon (because I know it exists), but I do not know where or how it is done or both

precision (because I have no awareness).

So if the photon strikes me and enlightens me, it behaves as a particle but if you

I see crashing on a wall does not interfere with it directly, but I just



the image of its interference with another object, and it will behave, to my

eyes, like a wave.

The dual aspect of virtuality, in fact, does not exist, and would be reduced only

Once again, the definition of consciousness as something that interacts and

because if it does and does not occur in reality does not exist.

It 'goes without saying how modern physics is in full agreement with this type of

view of things, that puts in agreement with Born Bohm, Prigogine and Penrose but with

with Capra, with Krishnamurti and other thinkers from Plato to Kant.

The wave particle duality in everyday life.

Let us take some examples from everyday life and try to understand how this

fake dualism, in fact, depends solely on our perception of the phenomenon and

not by the intrinsic phenomenon.

I have in my future ahead of me, two choices: I cut the cord and save A or cut

another rope and save B. When thinking about this my mind will be flooded by the figures of

interference of two possible futures linked to my two possible actions. The more I try to

choose from and more will be unable to see well what to choose. Meanwhile, the arrow

time goes by and I in the present moment in which I see not what I will but what

I'm doing.

In my present I choose to save A. At that moment my problem by consistency

wave and probabilistic buy the outline of certainty and becomes similar to

behavior of our subatomic particle. It is presented as a certainty

while watching the event from the past into the future appeared to be uncertainty and

therefore took the form of mathematical and probabilistic wave.

Now that I have saved to look into the past and see what we remember. Remember,

within us, that we had no doubt but that we had already decided to save A and not



save B.

This happens because when we become aware of a phenomenon, not

existing time, this awareness change our virtual past, where now

we had the same awareness of the present. In other words, when I look to the

I see future events as waves, but when I look into the past I will see them as

particles. But this also means that because the past is the present copresente

I actually have never chosen but I always knew that I would have saved A.

So also looking at the past from the present, the idea disappears completely

possibility of the existence of dual choice. But this does not mean that there is no

free will. This principle requires that, if a choice has been made, it has been made,

when the different parts of their conscience, all together, decided to play the roles that

are now acting. Since there is no time, this happens all the time and

this aspect, provides a sort of free will which is not individual but in

agreement with the totality of consciousness (in space, time and energy). The

Consciences have decided to have an experience that they know exactly how it will end

but are forced to experience, falling on the material plane, our

size, because the need of consciousness is to be and need to be

manifest and manifest need to do.

Once again there is a perfect agreement between our interpretation and the idea that

philosophies have some of the creator God. It knows what is happening but is forced to put it in

act also why not just read a book but you have to play the roles of

characters in the book, from reader to writer of the book. This is the core of reality

Virtual timeless and without space and energy. The before and after merge

with the eternal present.

At the end of reading the book you will see that you wrote that book because it is the



your story, but you will see it at the end.

Once again, the myth told through stories, ancient and modern, this

concept stands without farcene even notice it.

In the movie "The Neverending Story", this myth is celebrated by the character of a boy who

discovered in the attic and a book and began to read it, he realizes he is reading, not only

its history, but that of our universal plan.

In that story, Atreiu, a boy who embodies the idea of Spirit, wants to save the queen of the

world of fairy tales, which embodies soul, by the approach of the world of nothingness, as a

black spot, it will destroy the world of Virtual Reality.

The characters of the saga, are nothing but ourselves, unconsciously,

struggle against deception in which we are immersed and dark against the other party that it takes

crush, where an unlikely animal, Fortunadrago, representing the fidelity

and Mind will be a trump card.

Man to its virtuality and destroys the world of nothingness because the love between Atreiu and

queen girl World of Fairy Tales (which embodies the true world of creativity

soul) is stronger than anything.

The love that binds the soul to the spirit and consciousness with other consciousnesses, a love that has
no

nothing to do with the love of the gods of religions, but that has to do with

ourselves, we discover that loving our original nature.

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_storia_infinita_ 28film% 29%

Aspects of wave particle apparent competition.

Exploring the concept of false duality between wave and particle examine the following

example:

I decided to kill Gaius. I introduce myself to him with a knife and do it outside. If

examine this event we must immediately point out that if our consciousness has



decided to play a role to fully understand aspects of virtuality, is

said that even those who stab you had this attitude. In other words, I

I can kill Gaius only because his conscience was in agreement with my in

play the two roles that we had set from the beginning.

There is, however, during the course of acquisition of awareness, the possibility of being able to

change their role rewriting the part that you are living (acting). This

happens all the time, even if we are not aware of this event. I can

decide not to kill more Caio only if he will agree with me, the change also

its quantum state (it seems so in quantum physics). The speech is old and we

we have always maintained adduttivi in contexts in which it was said that if an alleged non

want to get away from the problem, it is absolutely useless to try to get him out, because he

still more vigorously, we will fall, because its consciousness has decided to perform

and the experience of playing that role and you are not able to convince him to change

role playing himself. We'll see in a moment how these new and deep

considerations will change, once again, the map of the territory by means of bringing

adduttivo to the problem, with the ability to solve definitively.

The vision and the quantum morphogenetic field.

I have developed a physics experiment that demonstrates what we have so far

emphasized. The experiment is easy to verify in a laboratory for particle physics and

truth may not even be necessary to do so because such an experiment is

consists of three parts of three different experiments that have already been thoroughly

verified deducing that our forecasts are currently certainties. But

because physics does not trust either of itself, those who wanted to could easily

check it.

Let's say you have a gun that shoots electrons and we create two electrons



at the same instant, by shooting them one on the right and the other left. The two electrons so twins

born have one. They must have opposite spin that is, if they were

comparable to spinners, they should rotate disrotatorio respect to one another.

If one wheel to the right the other would rotate to the left with respect to any observer (according

law of thermodynamics). Quantum physics imposes fact that these electrons

must have opposite spins is not an integer, as fermions (particles Fermi). In words

poor, when two electrons are born together as twins forced by

rules of virtuality to be one male and the other female.

The first electron to me the address and the address of the second electron to a

wall with the usual two slit experiment which we have already spoken, behind which there is the

movie screen that will enhance the behavior or wave or particle. Also

put a second observer, a friend of mine, to observe the behavior of the

electron, one directed towards the two slits.

If there was only an observer, for example, I observe that the electron is

to me, it hit me killing the wave packet, which is his due, and I

I would see the electron as a particle, but I do not know what happens to the second electron because

no one is monitoring. If there was only my friend would see it, as we have

already noted, the electron behave like a wave and produce on the screen

cinematic the effect of the interference figures. But if there were both the

observers, I would see the electron as a particle and the other electron comunicherei

behave as a particle, in analogy with the experiment of Alan Aspect, where

interaction with an electron produces a change of state of the electron twin. In

this context, my friend, you would see more the second electron occur as a

wave but would see it as a projectile that is, as a particle, without the presence of

interference patterns.



What happens is very simple to explain. I gained consciousness of the first

electron and see it not as a wave (lower state of consciousness), but as

particle (high state of consciousness). In this context, since the two electrons are

born together and are linked as a single event, also the second electron, if the

saw me appear as a particle. I do not see but I only have the second electron

awareness that it is a particle. Since, however, the awareness is a measure

of consciousness, consciousness itself has been advised that the second electron is a particle. The

My friend has no conscience but because his conscience and mine are the same

consciousness, for consciousness is essentially one, he will ensure that his

electron, what he is looking at, is a particle because part of my consciousness

daughters had communicated instantly. So he will see the second electron as if

had interacted with it. In fact it is I who have interacted with it and see

particle but I talked to her as part of my consciousness.

It will be shown so that our two consciousnesses are actually related to the famous

"Hidden parameters of Penrose" but it will also demonstrate that it is enough that I have made a

experience (ie I have become aware) that the data relating to it will be

at the disposal of all, in a akasha general, in a grid

holographic in a huge virtual large library

of Alexandria, in which you can not hide anything.

In plain words this experiment, built on

superposition of three experiments in quantum physics,

is the scientific explanation of the theory of the last

monkey, supported the idea of the existence of a field

morphogenetic Rupert Sheldrake.

In this context, if I were to find out, this



something would be available to everyone in the world even those who,

of this, does not know anything. A monkey of the Amazon discovers

how to crack the shell of a fruit with a stone. At a distance of

million kilometers includes another monkey instantly

the same thing.

Http://www.scienzaeconoscenza.it/articolo/campi mo rfici or morfogeneticirisonanza.

php

Http://www.animazen.it/campi_morfogenetici.htm the

Http://www.reiki.it/autopoiesi e campo morfogenetico

Http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rupert_Sheldrake

Http://www.sheldrake.org/About/biography/

All this means that at the moment when I did experience it is available to

all. This does not mean that everyone will immediately know what it is but

will know if they wish. In other words, if you want to read in the great book of

morphogenetic field it will give them all the information already present in all events

that were aired, that is not known, and then became particle, that is understood.

I would like to point out here how the understanding actually has two levels, one real

and the other virtual. When someone has the experience to provide this morphogenetic field

experience, which becomes immediately available to everyone. But this does not mean that

is immediately clear in virtuality for everyone since the virtuality is built on

space and time. So what happens immediately in reality, it happens and

discovered in time to the virtuality. I discover one thing all at once, at

conscience, know that it is so. In virtuality it takes time for this truth to be

surface level of consciousness. We notice this problem when someone you

tried to explain something, you respond by saying ... "but you know that inside me I always



know?, just that I was not aware "The instant verbal communication

in virtuality draws concepts that already exist within you, in terms of real reality, that

you know that those things which it seemed I had never devoted attention, in fact, are

ingrained in you for thousands of years.

This process involves, in any case, that there is, upstream, a desire to understand

divorced from self interest, alien interference or any other unexpected that

allows you to understand. In this case you have to wait patiently for the

subject you want to explain things, he has acquired that level of self awareness

need to decide what would be good for you to feel the same.

Nobody can be forced to go to school and if, at the beginning of the issues, his

consciousness has decided to play the part of an idiot, should be left in peace with

itself in any case, also its contribution to the final result will be indispensable.

The problem adduttivo against the wave particle duality.

All that we have said so far allows us to improve the system of liberation

adduttivo the problem but, in reality, makes us direct our attention, not more, to put forward

but to all beings in the universe. The real purpose of our investigation will prove in the end,

not be the desire to be free from alien but simply the desire to understand who

we are. The rest will happen automatically: accordingly, without the use of mechanistic

procedures to expel aliens, to burn, to coventrizzarli. It will only

understand who we are as a wave or as a particle, depending on whether you want to or

do not want to interact with the phenomena that surround us.

For this purpose there are useful statements released abductees who, under hypnosis, gave

clear indications, but we still dark, of what was going on.

The first thing I observed was, in the abductees released, the presence of strong memories of

lives go, places and landscapes that belong to future existences strange. The part of animic



these subjects in deep hypnosis, argued that it was necessary to accumulate experiences

all containers in a single point, the current container, that one of the real present,

because then you could make a jump experiential. It was evident that the conscience of the individual

was divided into three subcoscienze, related to soul, mind and spirit. These three subcoscienze

were not switchable between them, ie they were separate and independent. They ranged in

a sphere of action, comparable probabilistic quantum wave, where you are in time,

in space and energy, and, hand in hand, your awareness grows, the three

consciences, which constitute a real wave and spherical, will gather at a single point. The

your current folder, because in it, they will become point. At that moment the wave

of your unconsciousness becomes conscious of itself and produce as a particle. In

moment disappear all the memories of future lives, past or "elsewhere". There can be

only the real experience. And you, with your unique container will be aware.

This was what happened to the subjects, is given or not, they had made or

with our help, or a sort of do it yourself, "the experience of consciousness."

We immediately came to mind those cases where, in spite of the system we

developed, it seemed to work, the subjects fell in the problem given

adduttivo.

In recent experiments, and bearing in mind the stories of abductees, in hypnosis,

became clear as the key concept was the elimination of the problem of the line of

time. In other words it was recommended that part animic, not yet integrated into the consciousness

virtual, the persons alleged to sweep away the phenomena of supply from their

existence. Or you walked into a lived past, the instant the subject cited

had in front of him, the alien, and he was asked, encouraged by the fact that he was not

living a dream or a memory but he was living a scene from the past,

corresponding to our present, to change events. Asked not to bore



have more to do with the alien, and what happened was that soul produced a

kind of wave, a bright flash, after which things changed, the aliens were not

longer present and the subject he found himself to be urgently taken back home by

usual gray beings, obedient servants.

In a third example, we used the techniques of the Triad Color Test, a simulation

ideico mental symbolic, in which the subject, archetypal, makes contact with his

reality of adduct and the change only moving archetypal forces, without needing

see or revive memories of any kind. With this technique, asking the subject to

combine the three spheres of symbolic soul, mind and spirit making them blend in the one sphere

transparent actually existing, outside the mechanism of duality: a sphere

Transparent able to represent the Integrated Consciousness. In all these cases, there

we realized that we had used the symbolism of wave particle. In other words, we

not asking for a soul to kill the alien or pulverize it, because, as some parts

animiche made us see, this was against a fundamental principle. Soul is not

here to finish anyone. In fact we asked to soul, or rather his

awareness, to decide if you would still have something to do with aliens. It, in

decide that he did not want to deal with them, decided to not want to ever have had to

do with them. In other words, his will, decided that, in this virtuality, it

would appear in front of the alien problem, like a wave, that is, physically as

that expression of the interaction is not mathematics. In becoming transparent sphere, it

is therefore made invisible alien because the alien would not have been able to find more and

locating a particle in the virtual universe. In burning the alien did not kill it

the alien but he refused, with his act of will, interaction, transforming the alien from

particle, physical reality in front of her on the air, where the probability that the alien was in front of

she existed but had an infinitesimal probability of being at that point. It is a



wave of consciousness that you have but do not want to interact with it.

Retesting the cases in which our system seemed to have failed, understood it

perfectly because the failure was visible. The subject alleged that blends soul

mind and spirit in the new system of Triad Color Test Dynamic Flash (TCTDF), which

publish later formed a new essence that was actually the real and original

essence of consciousness: a sphere without color is completely transparent because it will

of all colors. The integrated consciousness in deep hypnosis always occurs in the masculine

and not to the female, emphasizing her androgynous nature. It, being

integrated, has knowledge of space, time and energy and still does not know why

is in that container (the body of the subject, and does not know the full experience)

but he knows that something or someone in the early universe, had split into three pieces

switchable between them, with the use of technology of some machines. It, once

reunited the three parts of itself, is no longer prendibile. Never again is not even visible

dall'alieno or whoever she decides not to interfere. But when, in some cases, the

integrated consciousness, he decides to interact with the phenomenon again, that's his

will become, itself, to wave, particle, representing them as visible

alien.

In some cases of alleged released, with integrated consciousness (transparent sphere), they saw

the alien enters the house and tries to take his brother abducted, instinctively opposed to

this maneuver. At that moment, the integrated consciousness decides to enter the game

parts and to interact with the phenomenon, returning inexorably visible, in the state

particle and wave leaving the quantum state. At that moment, your act of

will decide that you want to re interfere with the problem adduttivo. You return visible

alien because you have decided to interact with it. This means that the alien will re

interact with you.



You are no longer prendibile dall'alieno but still bring the next day, the body, the

signs of a hypothetical physical, mental struggle.

All of these observations have allowed us to modify the original experimental part

TST dynamic Habitable making at all without the need for an interface that

handle, for you, the problem. This interface was, once, in the identifiable group of

employees who worked with the writer. Everyone must be able to work on if

yourself after you understand what are the boundary conditions of the problem

face.

In a broader context, we can, in the face of any event, decide if we want

live and interact with it and be particle in front of it or do not want to have

nothing to do with it, remaining in a quantum state of wave.

The wave aspect corresponds to a desire not to awareness or rejection

while the aspect particle takes on the meaning of doing, of the interaction.

Similarities between the physical structure of the atom and the universe.

Bohmiano The universe is not only local but is virtual and fractal. This means that

that is in the same small is also great. The hologram, if broken up into

small pieces, will, in the small

pieces, the information of all

the hologram, only with less

definition.

In fact, if we examine the structure

atomic, we find that it is

structured on seven energy levels,

identifiable by the seven quantum numbers

primary "n".



Each quantum number, from one to seven,

identify a kind of shell, or

better a zone of spacetime where

there is the probability of finding the

electrons. These electrons, they live in spaces

with particular forms identified as

orbitals. The complexity of these spaces are

amplified from level closer to the

core up to the seventh level

where there are orbitals s, p, d, f, g,

of ever more complicated, according to

approximations of Schrödinger.

Orbitals appear as places of existence where the electron is a wave and particle assembly.

The electron can not reach the nucleus because, if

might enter the nucleus, because of the Casimir effect,

would exceed the speed of light. The core for him

an area where access is restricted. In the nucleus, by contrast,

are assumed to exist still other seven levels

specific energy, where neutrons and protons if the

having a great time great.

The seven energy levels mimic the seven layers

consciential universe described in this work?

In Eastern cultures, the human being is made up of seven

bodies identified by the seven chakras, places ideicamente

about a vertical axis, nearly to identify different



bodies that we would here and to higher energy levels (in terms of height of not

awareness). According to what we have stressed, the more a person is evolved

more his conscience is parked in a space time energy smaller, focused into a

always lower floor (not as high as would have us believe the new age and the forces that

govern). In the world of electrons are only the external orbital

they experience chemical reactions, because others, not compartecipano never

they, while influenzandole indirectly. Thus, the beings of the upper floors, they decide to

manage our actions, to their use and consumption, but we are running the show.

http://isoladellagnosi.wordpress.com/category/esp/.

Once again we see that the stories behind the New Age, hide

archetypal truth, unfortunately manipulated in the essential final meaning of things. A

way to tell lies showing virtual reality in a false light and tendentious, where

however, is without prejudice to the idea of the number seven, and where the symbolic meaning of this

number hides truth far more profound numerological nonsense.

Conclusions.

We arrived at the end of the trip.

In the three articles of Genesis we have tackled the myth of creation in reference to

presence of alien species on our planet. We have identified the origin, shape,

origin, the links with the history of this planet and the Jungian myth.

We used the world of archetypes to accurately identify our future,

we built the structure of the universe is that physical ideico with the use of mechanical

quantum art. We have strengthened the concept of the soul, mind and spirit not only

esoterically but physically as a group of vectors, we identified the true

relationship between entropy and awareness, we built a model that breaks down the idea of

dual and meets the physical requirements of a system according to the wave particle



knowledge that we have of the phenomenon we study. We also know that

we can integrate the three components of the triad in a new, but really old and

original component called Integrated Consciousness (CI), which can decide whether or not interacting

with the universal virtuality, we have responded to the final question: why are we here and

why the universe behaves manifesting itself in an eternal present, where the function

quantum wave collapse of past and future.

One can not help but notice that our interpretation is universal in that

able to meet all the requirements of modern physics experimental and historians of philosophy

anthroposophic.

You will now clear to all that a man can not do without its three components

animiche, mental and spiritual because they want to help but only one of them, preclude

the path to the acquisition of integrated consciousness, not by collapsing the wave

awareness in a single particle, the particle of God, our essence, without

unlikely to disturb Higgs bosons, probably easily producible by the will

of those thousand experimenters who, that day, they wanted to see her and then force car

create it.

Http://www.scienzaeconoscenza.it/articolo.php?id=20901

Http://www.psico.univ.trieste.it/labs/mislab/Validit% C3% A0.pdf

Http://utenti.multimania.it/liceo_dallaglio/Imetodi.htm

Http://www.oocities.org/tcantalupi/libro.htm the

In addition to the conclusions.

From this last picture of the situation, allow me to express a few more notes

on the question of supply, where I was personally involved in this tight

research, now come to an end, after decades of study.

In recent times, my perception of the phenomenon has definitely adduttivo



modified and this can be readily understood from a reading of my early writings

comparing them to newer ones.

At first, I thought that the phenomenon adduttivo was a purely physical phenomenon and

technology, where the man was the innocent victim and the alien bad guy. Slowly,

adduction to technological innovation, it is more and more strongly adding a adduction

extracorporeal, with strong content and esoteric references, where the alien without a body, stealing

the energy of the adduct in the guise of ancient demon. When looking for sponsors of this

situation, trovevamo first aliens size of solid, from one side of the universe

and aliens incorporeal dimension of the other side. Behind them, there were the instigators

This universal plan, identified in two pseudo Gods (white and black, good and

the bad, each synergistically counterpart of the other, as symbols of a universe and false

dual). We now know that the real owners of this theater are even higher, in the guise

figures sometimes angelic, sometimes just like us.

These fake alter ego, were even more subtly deceptive because, on the one hand, not

could take the form of those who were not and could not say false things but

did everything because he had transposed the wrong message. Subjects that capture the

your attention because they make you consider one of them, as a reward for your

ascension into their world as they are the ones who should descend in ours,

to become conscious as we are.

Beings who use the flaws of your strong ego to make you believe to be an elected their

level, while you are only a partially aware that they want to take

this virtual plane. Persons who consider you a traitor if you do not do what their

want. They consider you as one of them had the courage (they would say

the stupidity) to experience. If you rebel to their way of thinking, you are considered

a traitor to their interests, at the beginning, were also yours, and represents



the evolution towards the acquisition of the total awareness of the Self. Their servants of this

existential level, unaware of being such, because overshadowed by their ego, we will call

traitors, they will say that Soul is just another useless human parasite that need to dispose

as soon as possible. No one is to blame for all of this because there is no fault in reality but

only actions motivated by lack of awareness.

So you get to the bottom to understand that the problem of alien adduction contained

inside, as endless Chinese boxes, other problems including: the structure of the universe

dual quantum physics, the concept of God as we, the discovery of soul, mind and

spirit as integrated parts of a first integrated consciousness and the cosmic order, ready to

recognize as Eternal Consciousness.

And behold, another shade of the whole story is certainly not negligible. The

problem of adduction is not the problem of how to eliminate the aliens. This was

Our starting point. The real problem is how to gain awareness to the individual

individuals. At the precise moment when I realized that, that's the whole paradigm has

shifted in my head. We did not have more to save humanity from the aliens but to save him from

itself, the part not yet developed the Self. The problem to be or not to be

animistic was moved on being waves or particles, opposite to the concept of experience.

In other words, this problem was not only given but of all humanity and of this

all other inhabited places of the universe.

The abductee experiences the problem in a way but not submitted, whether it was that soul

no soul, must be considered, in any case, a puppet in the hands of someone who really has

orchestrated the whole ride: to be "upstairs", the one who is different from you only

because they do not want to get their hands dirty in making the experience, what reduces your

awareness every day, every Yuga, provided you do not understand why the real game and the

nature of the players.



So the true salvation of man is the acquisition of knowledge.

You have to want to get the awareness through a strong act of will. In

this context that the adduct does not want to experience his release does not

ever deliver, nor his abductor physical nor his abductor non corporeal, nor from those who have

created and even those upstairs, the real architects of deception.

It should be noted that all that we have expressed is not the result of my vision

great things but is the result of two different mindsets: the rationality

the left hemisphere and that, in my case, long neglected, of sensory perception

of my right hemisphere. But all this must be added that, I'm not the only one to support

some working hypotheses, as daily, I find other people in this planet,

who received what I could perceive me, during my studies, all can

see for yourself, this my way and that of others. Everyone can make the experience

and go to see and understand that what I have seen, it is quite evident.

This article concludes with an exhortation to Make the Experience. Do not trust those who

speaks to you but go, yourself, to check. Ask your consciousness take you where

there is the reality and look at it directly. At that moment, you'll see things that you had

always known and you will remember who you are to be returned.

In the end, however, everyone will understand and, at that time, all consciousness, as

meeting in a huge apartment block, will decide their future. But there will be

endless discussions on what to do or not to do: build another universe, destroy

this, return to the source ..... All consciousness in fact have acquired the same

experiences and inevitably will think the same way. Decide to build

their happy world, a virtual world as well as you like, but at least that way you want

and not as some want to be unaware because: for him there will be more space

existential.



So why not start now to work with our awareness and our

consciousness, to the realization of our future world happy? After all, what we

supported so far? If you do, you'll posters and exist, if you do not, you do not exist.

The goal of scientific research is to find a mathematical function that preaches the future,

from the present. This means that we are looking for something like (t). Since that time does not

there is even such a function can exist. This means that science will never objective

to predict the future from the present. Any function (t) can only be a function of record

currently exist. There is much more to the universe than the records that currently exist, and that is
what

we mean to say that time does not exist. Therefore, the function (t) may be only a description

partial. At best, science can describe the world only partially.
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Mathematical formalism

Generalizing the expression of the Schrödinger equation for a system to many

particles, the shape is obtained.

.

The probability density function is a real function defined by

.

The complex phase depends on the real variable, so you can write



.

The Schrödinger equation can be divided into two coupled equations that

take into account the real and imaginary

where the first relation is a continuity equation that expresses the probability while

The latest report that expresses the total energy as the sum of the potential energy of

quantum potential and kinetic energies. Q is the quantum potential and is

from the report.

.

The quantum entanglement and quantum correlation is a quantum phenomenon, without

a similar classic, in which each quantum state of a set of two or more physical systems depends

from the state of each system, even though they are spatially separated. Is to

sometimes rendered in Italian with the term "non separability". It implies the presence of correlations

distance between the observable physical quantities of the systems involved, determining the character

non local theory. Was suggested for the first time in 1926 by Erwin

Schrödinger, who was also the first to introduce in 1935 the term "entanglement" (literally

tangle, plot) in a review article on the famous EPR paradox.

According to quantum mechanics it is possible to realize a set of two particles

such that, whatever the value of some observable property taken from a

of the two, this affects instantaneously the corresponding value assumed by the other,

which invariably be equal and opposite to the first, despite the theory postulates the impossibility

to predict with certainty the result of a measurement. This remains true even in the

If the two particles are located, spaced apart, without any spatial limit. May be obtained

in practice two particles should, in theory, have this feature,

making them interact appropriately or getting it from a natural process that

origins in the same instant (for example, a single radioactive decay), so



which are described by the same quantum state overall, which would keep undefined

until such time as a measure of one of the pair of particles. Entanglement is a

properties of quantum mechanics that led Einstein and others to question

principles. In 1935, the same Einstein, Boris Podolsky and Nathan Rosen, formulated

the famous EPR paradox (from the initials of the three scientists), who emphasized,

just as paradoxical, the phenomenon of entanglement. It was born from the assumption

of three hypotheses: the reality principle, principle of locality and completeness of quantum mechanics.

Why the paradox was resolved that it was necessary to fell one of the three hypotheses,

but considering the first two certainly true, as obvious, the authors came to the

conclusion that quantum mechanics is incomplete (ie contains hidden variables).

In fact, there was a fundamental error, highlighted in 1964 by Bell with the demonstration, in

a hidden variable theory that reproduces the mechanical predictions

quantum incompatibility between the principles of locality and reality. The interpretation most

shared quantum mechanics (Copenhagen interpretation) covers

at the same time local aspects (quantum field theory) and non local (as is the entanglement)

rejecting the principle of reality, while, for example, the interpretation of Bohm,

which is a typical theory of hidden variables, affirms the principle of reality, excluding

to location. In any case, the quantum mechanics has proved capable of producing

correct experimental predictions up to a precision never reached before and correlations

associated with the phenomenon of quantum entanglement has actually been observed.

In the early 80s Alain Aspect and others have carried out a series of experiments especially

accurate they felt that the correlations measured following the provisions of the

quantum mechanics. More recently (1998) Zeilinger and others have improved these

experiments confirming results in agreement with theoretical predictions. Entanglement

quantum is the basis of emerging technologies such as quantum computing and cryptography



quantum and has allowed experiments related to quantum teleportation, which are directed at

hopes of new technologies. Although you can not transmit information through

Only the entanglement, the use of a communication channel in conjunction classic

with an entangled state allows the teleportation of a quantum state, which would

otherwise impossible since it would require an infinite amount of information to be

determined. In practice, as a result of the no cloning theorem of quantum

This rich information can not however be read in full, but may

be used in the calculations Consider now two non interacting systems A and B to which

are associated with the respective Hilbert spaces HA and HB. The Hilbert space of the composite system,

according to the postulates of quantum mechanics, is the tensor product

If the first system is in the state and the second state is the state of the system

compound is.

.

States of this type are called were separable. Given two bases and associated with

observable A and B is the pure states can write the above as

,

for a certain choice of the coefficients to the complex and bj. This is not the state more general

of, which has the form

.

If this state is not separable is called entangled state.

Entropy

Quantify the entanglement is an important step for a better understanding

of the phenomenon. The method of density matrices provides us with a formal measure of
entanglement.

If | > is the system compound, the projection operator for this state is

.



We define the density matrix of the system A, a linear operator in Hilbert space

A system, as the trace of T in the base system B:

.

For example, the density matrix of A for the entangled state discussed above is

and the density matrix of A for the pure state discussed above is

.

This is simply the projection operator | > A. Note that the density matrix

of the composite system, T, also takes this form. This is not surprising, as we had

assumed that the state of the system was composed puro.In general, given a matrix

density , we can calculate the amount

where k is the Boltzmann constant, and the track is taken on the space H in which is defined. It is

that S is exactly the entropy of the system corresponding to H. The entropy of each

pure state is zero, since there is no uncertainty about the state of the system. The entropy of each

of the two subsystems of the entangled state discussed above is KLN 2, which can be

prove to be the maximum entropy for a system with only one level. If the system in

whole is pure, the entropy of its subsystems can be used to measure the

their degree of correlation with other subsystems. You can even show that the operators

unit acting on a state, as the temporal evolution obtained from the equation

Schrödinger equation, leaving unchanged the entropy. So the reversibility of a process is linked

to its change of entropy, which is a result deep that binds the mechanical many

computer science and statistical thermodynamics.

Also, if it is true that the three vectors of consciousness of soul, mind and spirit are perpendicular

between them and non overlapping if expressible as quantum states, the sum of the three

vector products of energy and time, energy and space, space and time, derivative time,

in space and energy, produces a null result.



Consciousness, therefore, expressed as the sum of the variations of the three vectors of awareness,

which parts measurable in the virtuality of consciousness itself (not measurable, because

real reality and unchangeable), can be considered punctiform the beginning and end of the

virtuality. The instant in which the three awarenesses become real, they become switchable

because they become point, really similar in a dimensionless point.


